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chapter 5 process discovery: an introduction - process mining - process modeling and analysis chapter
3 data mining part ii: from event logs to process models chapter 4 getting the data chapter 5 process
discovery: an introduction chapter 6 advanced process discovery techniques part iii: beyond process discovery
chapter 7 conformance checking chapter 8 mining additional perspectives chapter 9 operational ... chapter 1
introduction - process mining - process modeling and analysis chapter 3 data mining part ii: from event
logs to process models chapter 4 getting the data chapter 5 process discovery: an introduction chapter 6
advanced process discovery techniques part iii: beyond process discovery chapter 7 conformance checking
chapter 8 mining additional perspectives chapter 9 operational ... how to get started with process
mining? - tu/e - how to get started with process mining? this short note aims to answer this question. the bad
news is that process mining cannot be understood in 5 minutes. process mining is not a "one-trick pony" and
includes a range of techniques and approaches. the good news is that there is a wealth of information
available. process discovery and conformance checking using passages - over, passages can be used to
distribute process mining problems over a network of computers. passages are supported through prom plugins that automatically decompose process discovery and conformance checking tasks. keywords: process
mining, conformance checking, process discovery, distributed computing, busi-ness process management
process mining - springer - the entire process mining spectrum from process discovery to operational
support. therefore, it also serves as a reference handbook for people dealing with bpm or bi on a day-to-day
basis. the reader can immediately put process mining into practice due to the applica-bility of the techniques,
the availability of (open-source) process mining ... process mining: discovery, conformance and
enhancement of ... - if you are looking for the book process mining: discovery, conformance and
enhancement of business processes by wil m.p. van der aalst in pdf format, then you've come to the correct
site. process mining - tu/e - process mining discovery, conformance and enhancement of business processes
more and more information about business processes is recorded by information sys-tems in the form of socalled “event logs”. despite the omnipresence of such data, most organizations diagnose problems based on
fiction rather than facts. process mining is an mine your own business: using process mining to turn big
... - problems. this keynote paper provides pointers to recent developments in process mining thereby clearly
showing that process mining provides a natural link between processes and data on the one hand and
performance and compliance on the other hand. keywords: process mining, process discovery, conformance
checking, business process management. process mining: the α - cpntools - process discovery page 5
software system (process) model event logs models analyzes discovery records events, e.g., messages,
transactions, etc. specifies configures implements analyzes supports/ controls enhancement conformance
“world” people machines organizations components business processes process mining - springer - ter on
“process mining in the large” (chap. 12) has been added to illustrate that process mining can exploit modern
infrastructures and that process discovery and conformance checking can be decomposed and distributed.
since the ﬁrst edition of the book, many new process mining products emerged (often inspired by the open
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